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Abstract: To make a large amount of text documents available to perception, it is necessary to spread the
information sources in thematic groups. In this paper, filtering of electronic documents is based on a preliminary
multi-stage clustering algorithm: at the first stage for reducing the feature space Kohonen maps (SOM) are used,
at the second stage FOREL algorithm is used to automatically determine the number of clusters. To submit
documents in the terms space the "term-document" model has been chosen, since it allows using a possible
account of morphology, as it may be applied for "noise" clearing. At the stage of thematic filtration a semantic
description of the document is preparing - exactly, the document frequency portrait. Subject identification,
according developed algorithm, is implemented using the document frequency portrait and the neural network
weights. Implemented verification of the developed filtering system effectiveness, showed high accuracy and
completeness of the electronic documents thematic filtering.
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INTRODUCTION You may use these submission models of electronic

Practice  of  working  with  large  data  amounts
(arrays of text documents) showed the need to spread the n-gram model
sources of information in thematic groups, to make it term-document model
available to read.

Clustering - is an automatic elements of a document In this paper model term-document was chosen that
set partition into categories (clusters) based on similarity. allows unlike the n-gram model to take into account the

Filtering - is a partition of the documents into two morphology and cleaning of common words ("noise").
categories: documents that meet the specified criteria and
the documents that don't. A special case of filtering is the Electronic Primary Sources Thematic Filtering
thematic filtering problem - to identify documents on the Technique: Electronic primary sources thematic filtering
theme, through the other documents screening. technique is shown on Fig. 1. Following requirements for

For the physical knowledge area it is necessary to the algorithm were formulated:
initially determine the array of documents structure, the
criteria for documents partitioning - it is possible with the Automatic determination of the clusters number;
help of cluster analysis without specifying the number of No more than a log-linear increase in the time spent
classes (themes). Hence, at the initial stage, the in an increase in the number of texts;
documents cluster analysis is performed and then based The minimal configuration by the user.
on it, the thematic filter is building. Let us consider the
existing methods of cluster analysis (Table 1). Based  on  the   requirements   of   the  algorithm,

The review and analysis of filtering methods revealed multi-stage clustering algorithm was developed: at the
that the most suitable solution is an algorithm SOM first stage for reducing the feature space Kohonen maps
because of high accuracy through the use of neural (SOM) are used, at the second stage FOREL algorithm is
network approach. used to automatically determine the number of clusters.
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Table 1: Comparative analysis of filtering algorithms

Computational complexity,
Algorithm Method type Incremental Training Proximity matrix where N – number of documents Resistance to "noisy" data

STC [1] Non-numerical + - - O(k2*N), k - number of subjects -

FOREL [2] Numeric + - + O(N*k), k - number of subjects -
SOM [3] Numeric + + + 1) O(N *m) 2) O(N*m*log m)2

3) O(N *m), m - the number of output neurons +2

ART [4] Numeric + + + O(N*m*log N), m - the number of output neurons -
LSA/LSI [5] Numeric + - + O(N *x*k), where N=Ndocs+Nterms, +2

k - the dimension of the factor space
PLSI [6] Numeric - - + O(N *x*k), N=Ndocs+Nterms, +2

k - the dimension of the factor space
CI [7] Numeric - - + teachable - O (N2 * k), nonteachable - O (N * log k), -

k - number of subjects

Fig. 1: Electronic primary sources thematic filtering technique

Technique of  Electronic Documents in Feature Space used to evaluate the word importance in the document
Representation:  TF-IDF (TF - term frequency, IDF - context, which is a part of a document collection. Some
inverse document frequency) [8] - a statistical measure word's  weight  is proportional to the number of word uses
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in the document and inversely proportional to the
frequency of the word use in other documents in the
collection.

For the submission of documents in the feature space
as  the central procedure we will use the model of the
term-document.

For each document of the collection the following
preprocessing was made.

Stemming - getting word forms;
Removal of stop words (numbers, prepositions, some
adverbs, conjunctions, single letters as well as words
which do not carry the semantic load).

To reduce the importance of word-forms, which are
found in almost all of the documents, we use the inverse
term  frequency  IDF  (inverse   document   frequency).
The value of this parameter is the smaller, than frequent
word  form  found  in the documents of the database.
Thus, for word forms that are found in a large number of
documents IDF will be close to zero (if the word form
occurs in all documents IDF is equal to zero), which helps
to highlight the important word forms.

(1)

|D|- number of all documents,
|D | - the number of documents that contain a certain wordt

form t. Fig. 2: Technique for indexing text documents

Parameter TF (term frequency) - the ratio of the When using the submission of documents in the
number of times the certain word form t met in document feature space semantics of the document is to lexical
d, to the length of the document. Document length semantics of its constituent terms. Thus, we assume that
normalization is needed in order to equate the rights of the key word form, scored the most weight, that is the
short and long documents. word form with the highest coefficient of TF * IDF. To cut

(2) of TF * IDF is negligible, we calculate the point of

n - the number of word forms occurrences in the calculated for each document of the considered sample.i

document, As a result of the frequency analysis we draw a portrait of
- the total number of word forms in this document. each document, consisting of the coefficients of TF * IDF.

TF * IDF factor is the product of TF and IDF. TF acts Advantages of the model lie in the fact that it
as a step-up factor, IDF - as a down. Then the weighting contains several stages of preprocessing, making the
parameters  for  a  vector  model  of  a  some  document, search of keywords more specific. Addition of this
you can take the coefficients of TF * IDF word forms algorithm with stemming the flow of words can
included in it. significantly reduce the number of terms.

off the key word forms from those in which the coefficient

ignoring, which is equal to the mean frequency of the
words included in the document. The point of ignoring

The developed technique of indexing text documents
is presented in Figure 2.
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Fig. 3: SOM algorithm

First Stage of the Electronic Document Cluster
Analysis: In the first stage of cluster analysis we will where,
apply kind of Kohonen neural network algorithm - maps - The center of gravity of the i-th
SOM (Self-Organizing Map). taxon coordinates,

The  input to the algorithm are served vector matrix - Distance between center of gravity
TF * IDF for each document. SOM (Figure 3) involves the and an arbitrary point a ,
use of an ordered neurons structure. Two-dimensional - Sum of such distances for j-th
grid was used, with each neuron is a n-dimensional taxon.
column vector, where n is determined by the dimension of
the original space (the dimension of the input vectors). The meaning of the similarity to the center criterion is

The  neurons   are   located   in   the   nodes   of a to find a partition of m objects into k taxons in which F is
two-dimensional grid with rectangular cells. Thus neurons minimal.
also interact with each other. The magnitude of this Thus, on the second stage of cluster analysis we will
interaction is determined by the distance between the apply the FOREL algorithm. This algorithm is based on
neurons on the map. the taxonomy.

The algorithm based on Kohonen maps, allows to As a result of this stage of clustering, we get clusters
project a multi-dimensional feature space on a two- with the coordinates of their centers (centroids). An
dimensional and present the results in the form of example of finding the centroid of clusters according to
documents in a two-dimensional coordinate plane. the developed algorithm is shown in Table 2.

In the calculations we use the following notation of
algorithm:

t – iteration number,
x(t) – an arbitrary observation (vector of the output data
set),
M (t) – nearest by weight node,c

m (t) – node weight vector M (t),i i

h (t) - defines a "neighborhood measure" of nodes M (t)ci i

and M (t) and the change of weight vectors,ñ

(t)- teaching factor, monotonically decreasing with each
successive iteration,
r , r - nodes coordinates M (t) and M (t) on the map,i c i ñ

(t)- factor that reduces the number of neighbors with
iterations, decreases monotonically,
N - number of elements in the input data set.

Second Stage of the Electronic Document Cluster
Analysis: By grouping objects, you must be guided by
some criterion (F). The algorithm should allow only a
group that satisfies the criterion F. In other words, one
should specify the concept of similarity, "similarity" of
objects.

If  we  assume  that  the  attributes  of  objects
specified in strong scales, it is possible to work in metric
spaces. In particular, in a multi-dimensional Euclidean
space of attributes we introduce the distance between
points.

Let us (3)

i
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Fig. 4: FOREL algorithm

Table 2: Definition of cluster centroids
Document Cluster number Cluster centroid
(1.10) 1 (2.10)
(2.9)
(2.11)
(17.5) 2 (16.7)
(15.9)

The data obtained at this stage, together with the
appropriate weights for each centroid, you need to save
them for later use in filtering algorithms of electronic
documents.

Thematic Filtering of Electronic Documents: At the
stage of thematic filtering we also make up a semantic
description of the document - exactly, the frequency
document portrait.

Fig. 5: Information clusters database structure

Next, determine the document status of one of the
subjects (clusters) extracted in step clustering electronic
documents. This identity can be determined by the law of
cosines [9], where the vectors are n-dimensional vectors
of weights of the neural network cluster centroid and the
n-dimensional vector frequency portrait of the document
for which you want to choose the subject. As a result we
define a subject (cluster) of document on the highest
value of the cosine between the vectors. Identifying
according to the developed algorithm in the frequency
portrait of the document and the weights of the neural
network is shown in Table 3.

System Architecture: The software system of thematic
filtering and clustering of electronic documents consists
of the following subsystems:

Cluster analysis subsystem.
Subsystem of thematic filtering.
Visualization subsystem.

In the database information about the software
system clusters stores as follows:

Word forms.
Information about the documents.
Information about the themes.
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Table 3: Identification of the document subject
Document (frequency portrait) The cosine of the angle Theme (weight of the trained neural network) Cluster number
0.85x0.1x0.02x0.93x…. 0.43 0.15x0.8x0.02x0.73x…. 1

0.47 0.5x0.1x0.02x0.95x… 2
0.3 0.01 0.7x0.8x0.93x…. 3
0.7 0.9x0.1x0.02x0.95x…. 4

Frequently used words in accordance with the (4)
subject.
The weights of the neural network.

The software system is implemented in C # 3.0 using
the WPF technology. Selection of the C # language is
justified by the following reasons: portability to various
platforms by compiling into an intermediate language (IL);
full support of object-oriented technologies, the ability to
create web-services and web-based applications,
multitasking and serialization; ability to communicate
complex data through the protocol SOAP; safety data
types (static typing ), the current version supports a
unified syntax query (LINQ).

In accordance with the requirement of a results of the
cluster analysis and thematic filtering visual rendering,
technology WPF is the most optimal solution.

To store the results of the cluster analysis database
MS SQL Server 2008 is used.

RESULTS

The effectiveness of the system was tested on a
specially designed test on array of documents:

60 documents that do not belong to the subject of
"Physics"
20 documents related to its composition as the
material on the subject of "Physics" and in other
disciplines (partly related to the theme of "Physics");
100 documents belonging to the subject of
"Physics".

There are many ways [10] to evaluate how well the
documents found by the ISS, respond to the request.
Unfortunately, the concept of degree of compliance with
the request, or in other words, relevance (the extent to
which the request and found), is a subjective concept and
the degree of compliance depends on the individual,
assessing the results of the query.

Precision: The ratio of the number of relevant documents
found by the ISS to the total number documents found by
the ISS:

where Rel - a set of relevant documents in the array and
Retr - many of the documents found by ISS.

Recall: The ratio of the number of found relevant
documents to the total number of relevant documents in
the array:

(5)

Fall-Out: Fall-out refers to the probability of finding non-
relevant resource and is defined as the ratio of the number
documents found irrelevant to the total number of
irrelevant documents in the array:

(6)

where NRel - it's set of irrelevant documents in the array.

F-Measure, Van Rizbergen-Measure): F-measure
combines the accuracy and completeness of the search in
one of the averaged value. F-measure is defined as the
weighted harmonic mean of the accuracy P and
completeness R:

(7)

From the view point of filtering on the subject of
"Physics" and the presence in the text of electronic
documents on a training course we have a number of
relevant documents in the documents array Rel = 100, the
number of irrelevant documents NRel = 80.

As  a  result,  we  get  the  following  results of
thematic  filtering:  (D  and D  - the amount ofrel nrel

retr retr

relevant  and  irrelevant   documents   passed   through
the  filter,  respectively,   D   -  the  number  of documentsretr
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Table 4: The results of the electronic documents thematic filter
Indicators Value (iteration 1) Value (iteration 2) Value (iteration 3)
Drelretr 97 95 96
Dnrelretr 3 4 3
Dretr 100 99 99
Precision 0.97 0.96 0.97
Recall 0.99 0.98 0.98
Fall-out 0.05 0.06 0.05
F-measure 0.49 0.475 0.49

found  by  the  system,  the  accuracy 2. Zagoruyko N.G., 1999. Applied methods of data and
, completeness knowledge analysis. Novosibirsk Mathematics

, the probability of selecting an

irrelevant resource ) and

balanced weighted harmonic mean of precision and
completeness:

, shown in Table 4.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the developed technique of electronic
documents filtering, based on a preliminary multi-stage
clustering algorithm has been shown: at the first stage for
reducing the feature space Kohonen maps (SOM) are
used, at the second stage FOREL algorithm is used to
automatically determine the number of clusters.
Implemented verification of the developed technique of
filtration effectiveness showed high accuracy and
completeness of the electronic documents thematic
filtering.
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